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ON THE INITIAL CONVERGENCE STRUCT。교E

Bu Young Lee

L Convergence structure

D. C. Kent introduced the convergence structure and inv
estigated some properties. With each convergence structure, 
there is an associated p호etopology, the finest pretopology 
which is coarser than the convergence structure〔2丄 We_ 
introduces the notion of initial convergence structure and 
investigate some properties. For definition, not given here, 
the reader is asked to refer to [1], [2] and [3丄 For a set 
X、F(、X) denotes the set of all filte호s on X and P(X) 난le 
set of all subsets of X. For each x is the principal
ultrafilter containing {a，.

A convergence structure on X is a map q from F(X) into 
P(X) satisfying the following conditions：

(1) for each HWX、；

(2) for W,if then g(W)Ug(@)；

(3) if zUq(W), then
The pair (X, g) is called a convergence space. If eWq(屮), 
we say that W g-converges to x. The filter obtained 
by intersecting all filters which g-converge to x is called 
the "neighborhood filter at x. If 卩q(z) ^-converges to x 
for each zWX, then q is called a pretopology, and (瓦 g) 
a pretopological space. Pretopology q is called a topology if 
for each the filter V^(x) has a filterbase 一或(”)(二1二
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(x) with the following property：

:yUG(z)uBg(z) implies G(z)WBq(：y).
Proposition L 1. (Cl]) Let (X q) be a convergence space. 

7/(g) defined by- W ($) - converges to x if and only if W二) 
卩4(z) for each eUX. Then “(g) is the finest pretopology 
coarser than q*

Let jf be a map from a convergence space (X, q) onto a 
convergence space (V,/>). If 寸UF(X), then f (W) will 
denote the filter on Y generated by {須(」F)成f is 
continuous at a point wWX if for any filter 寸 ^-convergent 
to x, the filter 了(沖、)/^-converges to f (a) If f is contin
uous at every point zUX, then f is said to be continuous.
로ropoSITIon 1.2. ([31) (1) If f is continuous^ then 

六卩g(z))二)匕(■?(”))for all eWX.
(2) If p is a pretopology and 丿"(卩冬3))二)V?( for

all eUK、then f is continuous,
A convergence space (X, g) will be called almost pretop- 

ological if Q(W)=ar(g)(W) for all ultrafilter 寸 on X.

2. Initial convergence structure

Let X be a set, (、Y%pa) be a convergence space for each 
aU厶，fa*X----»(Yff?/>c) be a surjection, g is a map from
F(X) into P(X) satisfying the following condition：

for any element ”wX, pwF(X), eUg(W) if and only 
if f(W) 0广 conve  호ges to fa(x) for each(乂乓丄

The효 we obtain a convergence structure q on X that is 
said to be the initial conve호gence structure induced by the 
family {

The following facts can be easily verified.
Proposition 2.1. q is the coarest of all the convergence 

stucture on X which allow every f있 to be continuous for 
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each aw』..

Proposition 2.2. Map f from a convergence space (&r) 
onto the convergence space (X, q) is continuous if and only 
if fa^f 让 continuous for each aW/l，

Proposition 2.3。Every convergence space of the family 
{(K/仁)I QUA} is pretopological {topological} then q is a 
pretopology (topology).

Proof. If is pretopological for each au/., then
VPa(ya) ^-converges to ya for each ya^Yaj 仪伝厶・ Let 
=fa(】L), 孔UX. By proposition 1.2,

卩&(f(*a))U/W(O).
Thus /«(^-converges to ya for each QU厶. Ther
efore Vq{xa) g-converges to Tire ^tnpology,? pa호t can 
be proved similarly.

The product X=n Xa of a family {(Xff 冬、)心任厶} of 

convergence spaces is the product of the underlying sets of 
the family endowed with the initial convergence structure q 
induced by the family of all the canonical projections F&:X 
--- >Xa for each aW/L

Proposition 2.4. For all points 企=0為九專 访 X
(1) ")组卩o

(2) Pa(K(”))=Ka(Z#).
Proof. (1) Let G=H Ga be any element of LI 卩曲怎為)，

나ien there exists a for each QUA such that
II G'々UG Since for each aU/1, G，疣UG、Gad切(站)，

let 寸 be any filter in X with :z%Wg<,(Fa(V，))for each au 
A. Since R(W) is a filter in X«,卩，夂)(二已(寸).Thus 
GaUF'(W), that is, GUP, GW、3).
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(2) Since 工 V9a(xa), Pa(V?(x))^ V?a(^o), for
a—A

each aU/L Let Gc be any element of 一已(卩q(z)), then 
난lere exists a G气§卩物(气) such that Gftt(zGa for each au 
4 Since 卩细(，皿)is a filter on X% thus
Therefore巴(卩《(对)苴5切(。為)•

Proposition 2.5. (X% 釦)北 a pretopological space for 
each olU厶 订 and only if (X, g) is a pretopological space.

Proof. If (X^gQ is a pretopological space for each am 
then by proposition 2. 3, (X, q) is a pretopological space.

Conversely, let g be a pretopolo흉y, then fo호 each * = 
(孔)ajWX, “Ug(卩q(z)), "aUg、(已(K(z))). Thus qa is 
a-pretopotogy for each a&L

Proposition 2。6. Let (X, s) =H(X“r(Qa)). Then the a 든力 '

following statements holds z
(1) 7t{q~) is finer than s.
(2) /(g)乏s.
(3) 力(g)=s, if and only if Vff(^)=n VQu{xJ), where x=

(2") fl!任二

Proof. (1) Let 寸 be any filter in X, x be any element of 
”(Q)(W), then 吼(Qu/. Thus Vqa{xJ) =Pa(Vq(^))CPa 
(W) for each txGA. If 力(队)(】气(寸)),then ” =
Us(W). Therefore ”(g)(V)Us(W), and by [1]尤(g)Ms.

(2) Trivial.
(3) Let 匸(z)：그H卩物(互), then by (1), 尤(a)A. If 

•%=(皿)wUs(W), then haWn(q/(、？AW、)、) for each cYUjL 
Since 卩“(zQuPJW),卩润⑦)=TI 卩&(zJ)uW=IT Pa(W) and 

”Uzr(g)(W). Thus "(g)=兄
Conversely, let 刀(g)=:s. By proposition 2.4, 
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and by proposition LI, is the finest pretopology coa
rser than q. K愆）UIgJ物（孔）.

Proposition 2.7. If （X%q］） is an almost pretopological 
for each au，，then 灯（q）=s.

Proof. By proposition 2.6, tt（q）纟s Suppose
Then by proposition 2.6, there exists a point ⑦=（□為）㈢与人 in 
X such that II Vq^xJ）dV. Thus there exists an ultr-

afilter p in X such 나lat 屮二）H 卩做（孔）, but Pa

（寸）二W（必）for each d^A. Since 已（寸）is an ultrafilter 
渣 Xp a호d qa -almost piiefecrpo^ogy- for earch qa
（F （寸））=狱払）（已（W））・ And 已（W）二）卩物（皿），thus xa^7t 
（么）0七（寸））=。丄已（W））・ Therefore 為）This
contradicts the assumption that 屮二）¥、（£）.

Proposition 2. 8. Let （瓦 g） and be any converg
ence spaces for each aw』，f :X—>n Ya= Y be given by the 

equation f（e） = （£〔（％））々* where 拦X---->Ya for each au
A. Let Y have the initial convergence structure p induced 
by the family of all canonical projections Pa: Y——>Ya for 
each aw*. Then the function f is continuous if and only 
if each function fa is continuous.

Proof. Let 자广 be any filter in X that ^-converges to x 
for each aWX. If f is continuous, 바len f （屮） ^-converges 
to /（^）. Thus 九（z）W仑xCPaCf （寸）））=_仁（/\（寸））for each

Therefore fa is continuous.
Conversely, suppose that each coo호dinate function fa is 

continuous, 寸 ^-converges to x for each arwX. The효 fa 
（甲）A-converges to that is,
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(■已(JW、)))，thus •"“)= (九愆：)).＜%W0(六们).Therefore 
f is continuous.

Propose口on 2.9. Let f be a function as in proposition
2.8.

(1) If f 让 continuous, then •广(卩q(z))二)U 卩＞(尤(“))

for all x in X.
(2) If pa is a pretopology for each and /(Tr$(^;))Z^ 

II 卩如(f*(z)) for all zuX, then f is continuous.

Proof. (1) Since f is continuous, fa is contnuous for 
each awA, 卩&(尤(”))(二尤시%参)). Thus

n 心;))unf(K3))=jf(Vq(a：)).
a든 A qM

(2) Let W be any filter in X and eWq (沖),th^n
卩Q)u饱 口 V盘f3))u了(Vq3))uf(W\ 

瘩W A
Since pa is a pretopology,力"(:舟冬女(卩&(須(z))) and 

尤(H)uh사當(/m；)))u々(p n (Cd(九(*)))).
伐든3、

Thus
f (勿)=(尤9))皿宾＞(11 卩以工(z)))u?(、f( VUM)))u£( J”

a 득 A

(们).

Therefore 了(W) /^-converges to f (3)
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